KINTNER BOY

Recipe
Hook……………….. Hopper, 3xl, size 8
Thread…………….. Yellow, 6/0 or color of your choice
Underbody/tail……. Red Chenille
Body……………….. 2mm foam, blue and yellow or colors of your choice
Legs……………….. Barred rubber legs, yellow and black or colors of your choice
Indicator…………… Foam, 2mm, red or color of your choice
1. Place the hook in the vise and tie in the thread behind the hook eye, then wrap it forward
a couple of wraps, remove the thread tag, and let the thread hang.
2. Cut a card width segment of chenille and tie it in by one end behind the hook eye.
Keeping the chenille on top of the hook shank, make tight thread wraps over it back
to over the hook point, then wrap the thread back to behind the hook eye. Let the
thread hang. Trim the chenille to be a hook shank in length and burn the end
similarly to a San Juan worm.
3. Cut strips of foam in both colors about a hook gap in width and the length of the entire
hook. Tie in the blue segment on top of the hook shank behind the hook eye with the
foam going to the front edge of the hook eye. With the length of the foam lying on top of
the hook shank, make one single wrap of thread over the top of the foam to a point about
half way between the hook eye and the hook point, then bind down the foam creating a
body segment .
4. Repeat step 3, making another single thread wrap back over the foam to over the hook
point and tying it down with several thread wraps. Let the thread hang. You should now
have roughly four equal body segments.
5. Cut a full segment of rubber leg material, fold it in half, then cut the fold into two equal
segments. Fold one of these two segments in half and tie it in by the fold on top of the
hook shank over the thread wraps at the back of the blue segment where you left the
thread.
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6. Now take the yellow foam segment and place it on top of the hook shank over the blue
segment. Align the back edge of the yellow segment with back edge of the blue segment
and tie it down over the same thread wraps at the back of the blue body segment. (The
idea here as we form yellow body segments is to tie in the yellow foam directly over the
thread wraps binding down the blue foam.)
7. Lift up the yellow segment and make a single wrap of thread over the top of the blue foam
to the next set of thread wraps binding down the blue foam. Let the thread hang.
8. Fold the yellow foam forward over the top of the blue foam and tie it down where you left
the thread with a few tight thread wraps. Let the thread hang.
9. Cut a small short strip of red foam to use as an indicator. Tie it in on top of the yellow
foam where you left the thread. Tie it in so that the front of the indicator is shorter than
the front. (See the picture)
10.Lift the yellow foam again and wrap the thread forward to the next set of thread wraps
binding down the blue foam. Lay the yellow foam down on top of the blue foam and tie it
down at the over the same thread wraps used to bind down the blue foam. (You should
now have four yellow body segments and the thread should now be behind the hook eye
at the point where you initially tied down the blue foam.
11.Now take the remaining segment of legging material and fold it in half. Cut the fold to
create two equal length segments. Take one segment and tie it in with tight thread
wraps on the side of the fly where you last tied down the yellow foam. Tie it so as to
create a short leg at the front and longer leg at back. The legs should be positioned on
the side of the fly where the two foam body segments touch together.
12.Lift both foam body segments and take a few thread wraps on the hook shank right
behind the hook eye. Do a whip finish and cut the thread.
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